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Joker is a world famous Joker villain and the main playable character in the popular game

Batman: The Dark Knight. He is one of the most ruthless villains of Batman's adversaries and

was the henchman of the Cat till they were ambushed one night and Batman subdued him.

He is one of the most powerful characters of the game and is the true architect of crime in

Gotham City. He has two appearances in the game as both The Joker and The Red Hood,

each different from the other.

In the game, there are three versions of Joker. The first one is The Joker that appears during

the introductory part of the game. Here he is dressed in his trademark long coat and has a

high level of health and energy. The second version of Joker is The Red Hood, who is the

one that appears during the second half of the game. He is armed with a unique weapon that

cannot be seen with the eyes like most of the  other characters. Finally there is the third and

final version of Joker, known as therefor, he is the final boss of the game.

If you are a serious game player then you will love playing Joker. The reason being that he is

one of the most difficult and challenging characters to beat when playing on his level. There

are many factors that contribute to this including the fact that he has all the weapons,

vehicles and gadgets available only for him. Other players may find it easy to defeat him but

they never even try to know where his hiding place is because they never know if he is

capable of killing them or not.

Joker is a unique character among all the Batman characters because he doesn't kill his

enemies, rather he makes them suffer. He does this by either poisoning his enemies or

kidnapping them and forcing them to do his bidding. If you think that this is just for fun then

you haven't played the game yet. If you try playing the game and succeed in defeating him

then you will definitely enjoy this game.

The game is based on defeating all the Joker's henchmen and bosses. These are then

brainwashed to do his bidding. In this game no one stands a chance against the Joker. Even

superheroes are powerless against him. It is said that when playing the game the player has

to put up with all the tortures that the Joker has put his characters through and survive them

till the very end.

If you have always wanted to kill villains using only your wrists and hands then this is the

game for you. The graphics are so bad that you can't understand why anyone would play the

game with such horrible graphics. The rest of the game looks pretty good though.

When you start playing the game you have to select your character. Then choose the

character that has the highest amount of health. The game is designed so that you don't

have to waste much time selecting your  character. Then choose your weapons and gadgets

and finally do the other stuff required for the game. Joker has some really cool moves in the

game like shooting from behind and jumping out of the screen. Playing as the Joker is one

hell of an experience.

This game is completely action oriented and you have to keep moving and attacking the

enemies. If you are playing with a group of other people they will have to follow your
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instructions carefully or you will take  too much time in recovering your weapons etc. You

have to take care of your health and energy levels and if you are in the mood for playing the

Joker is for you. The Joker games are quite popular with both kids and adults.


